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Abstract Transmembrane segments of proteins are often
£anked by lysine residues. The side chains of these residues
may snorkel, i.e. they may bury themselves with their aliphatic
part in the hydrophobic region of the lipid bilayer, while posi-
tioning the charged amino group in the more polar interface.
Here we estimate the free energy cost of snorkeling from ther-
modynamical calculations based on studies with synthetic trans-
membrane peptides [Strandberg et al. (2002) Biochemistry 41,
7190^7198]. The value is estimated to be between 0.07 and 0.7
kcal mol31 for a lysine side chain. This very low value indicates
that snorkeling may be a common process, which should be
taken into consideration both in experimental and in theoretical
studies on protein^lipid interactions.
- 2003 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. on behalf of the
Federation of European Biochemical Societies.
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1. Introduction

Lysines are frequently found near the polar/apolar mem-
brane interface in membrane proteins [1^3]. It has been pro-
posed that the long and £exible side chain of lysine can stretch
out of the membrane interior to place the charged amino
group in the more polar interface region while keeping the
hydrocarbon part of the side chain inside the hydrophobic
part of the membrane [4]. This phenomenon is called ‘snork-
eling’ and could be important for the precise location in the
lipid bilayer of transmembrane parts of integral membrane
proteins and for interactions between proteins and lipids in
general.
Fig. 1 shows the general idea about snorkeling in the two

main classes of membrane proteins; peripheral proteins hav-
ing some part bound to a membrane surface, and integral
membrane proteins having one or more membrane-spanning
segments. These classes of membrane proteins may be mod-
eled by amphipathic peptides and transmembrane helical pep-
tides, respectively, and the snorkeling behavior of lysines in
such peptides has been studied [5^7]. For peripheral proteins
or amphipathic peptides, snorkeling is proposed to increase

the hydrophobic part of the protein allowing a deeper position
in the membrane and thus a stronger binding (Fig. 1A). For
transmembrane peptides or protein segments, snorkeling will
increase the e¡ective hydrophobic length. For relatively short
segments, this can be a way of relieving the strain due to
hydrophobic mismatch (Fig. 1B).
The energetic reason for snorkeling would be to place hy-

drophobic residues in as hydrophobic an environment as pos-
sible and still keep the charged groups in a polar environment.
It is highly unlikely that the charged groups will partition into
the hydrophobic membrane interior, whether or not snorkel-
ing does occur, since the Born energy for this would be too
high. However, when snorkeling, the stretching of the long
lysine side chains should decrease their conformational entro-
py by a considerable amount. Therefore, there must be a free
energy cost of snorkeling. As far as the authors know, no
attempt has so far been made to estimate this free energy
cost. Such an energy value could be valuable for modeling
of membrane protein structure, giving information about the
likelihood of snorkeling and thereby about protein conforma-
tion and positioning in the interface region.
Here, a ¢rst estimate of the free energy cost of snorkeling of

lysine is obtained from thermodynamic calculations based on
recent experimental results on transmembrane model peptides
[7]. The calculations are based on the observation that the
phase behavior of a peptide^lipid system is sensitive to the
e¡ective hydrophobic length of transmembrane peptides, in
a number of di¡erent lipid systems [7^11]. Under matching
conditions the peptides can be accommodated in a lamellar
(LK) phase. When the peptide hydrophobic length is less than
the lipid hydrophobic thickness, so called negative mismatch,
an isotropic phase is formed. For even shorter peptides, an
inverted hexagonal (HII) phase is formed. The phases formed
depend in a quantitative manner on the extent of mismatch as
was demonstrated extensively for peptides with tryptophan as
£anking residues, such as WALP peptides (Table 1).
For peptides with lysine as £anking residues the e¡ective

length of model peptides depends on whether the lysine side
chains are snorkeling. Studies on the e¡ects of such peptides
(e.g. KALP peptides, see Table 1) on phase behavior have
therefore been useful to provide insight into the snorkeling
behavior of lysine side chains [6,7]. From this latter study
two key conclusions could be drawn, that each provides val-
uable information for estimation of the energy cost of snork-
eling.
The ¢rst conclusion was that upon introduction of negative

mismatch by incorporation of too short KALP peptides in the
bilayer forming lipid phosphatidylcholine, the mismatch is
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relieved by an increase of the e¡ective peptide length due to
snorkeling of the lysine side chains. In contrast, in phospha-
tidylethanolamine (PE), at temperatures below the LKCHII
transition temperature (TLH) of the pure lipid, the mismatch is
relieved by the formation of an HII phase, and the lysines do
not snorkel. As a lower limit of the energy cost of snorkeling
it can thus be assumed that this is higher than the energy cost
of HII phase formation in PE, at temperatures below TLH.
The second conclusion was that snorkeling is more favor-

able than phase separation in lipid systems containing two
di¡erent peptides. This was based on the observation that
when one of the peptides could snorkel, only one lipid phase
was formed, but when both peptides were unable to snorkel,
two phases were formed. Thus the energy cost of phase sep-
aration provides an upper limit of the energy cost of snorkel-
ing. Using this as a starting point a quantitative estimate of
the free energy cost of snorkeling of lysine side chains in
transmembrane peptides or protein segments will be derived
below.

2. Calculations

The calculations use data from the phase behavior of pep-
tide^lipid samples with the well-studied model peptides
KALP23 and WALP23 (for peptide sequences see Table 1).
Processes will be split into (hypothetical) steps and the total
free energy, vG, of the process will be the sum of estimated
vG for di¡erent steps.

2.1. Lower limit of vG(snorkel) from KALP peptides
As discussed above, the lower limit of the energy cost of

snorkeling can be estimated from the energy cost of peptide-
induced HII phase formation in dielaidoylphosphatidyletha-
nolamine (DEPE). This lipid changes from a lamellar (LK)
phase to a hexagonal (HII) liquid crystalline phase at
TLH = 65‡C [12]. From elementary thermodynamics we have

vG ¼ vH3TvS ð1Þ
where H is enthalpy, T is temperature and S is entropy, and
since there is a reversible phase transition at the temperature
TLH we also know that

vGðLK ! HII; TLHÞ ¼ 0: ð2Þ

For this phase transition, vH was shown from di¡erential
scanning calorimetry measurements to be approximately 370
cal mol31 [12]. From Eqs. 1 and 2 follows

vS ¼ vH=TLH ¼ 370 cal mol31=338 K

¼ 1:095 cal mol31 K31: ð3Þ
If we assume that vH and vS are independent of temper-

ature, Eq. 1 will give an expression for vG(LCHII) at other

 

Fig. 1. Long charged side chains (lysine and arginine) can snorkel, thereby stretching towards the water phase. In the ¢gure, the dark gray re-
gions are the hydrophobic interior of the membrane, and the light gray regions are the more polar lipid head group regions. Peptides or mem-
brane bound segments of proteins are outlined in black with charges attached on side chains. A: Peripheral membrane segments or amphi-
pathic peptides, lying on the surface of the membrane, can place hydrophobic residues deeper in the lipid bilayer if the side chains are allowed
to stretch. B: Transmembrane segments will get a longer e¡ective hydrophobic length upon snorkeling, thereby relieving mismatch for a too
short transmembrane segment in a lipid bilayer.

Table 1
Amino acid sequences of the peptides used

Peptide Sequence

WALP23 acetyl-GWW(LA)8LWWA-ethanolamine
WALPna acetyl-GWW(LA)xLWWA-ethanolamineb

KALP23 acetyl-GKK(LA)8LKKA-amide
KALPna acetyl-GKK(LA)xLKKA-amide
an is the total number of residues in the peptide, n=2x+7.
bThe end group is either ethanolamine or amide.
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temperatures. For example vG(LKCHII, 40‡C) = 27.4 cal
mol31. It was found that when relatively short KALP23 pep-
tides are added to a DEPE system at a peptide to lipid molar
ratio of 1:10 at 40‡C, the mismatch is relieved by formation of
a hexagonal phase rather than by snorkeling [7]. Therefore,
we can estimate

vGðsnorkel; 1 mol KALP23Þs

vGðLK ! HII; 40�C; 10 mol lipidsÞ ð4Þ
or

vGðsnorkelÞs274 cal ðmol peptideÞ31 ð5Þ

which is an estimate of the lower limit of the free energy cost
of snorkeling. It can be noted that at this peptide concentra-
tion there is no de¢ned TLH since the system changes directly
from a gel phase to a hexagonal phase. It is therefore likely
that the ‘true’ lowering of the phase transition temperature is
larger than 25 K and the value in Eq. 5 is truly a low estimate.
It seems reasonable to assume that the snorkeling process is

independent of lipid composition and therefore that the same
lower limit of vG(snorkel) will apply in other lipid systems.

2.2. Upper limit of vG(snorkel) from KALP peptides
We now turn to the more complicated case of the upper

limit of snorkeling. This can be estimated from the energy cost
of phase separation in lipid systems that contain two peptides
with di¡erent hydrophobic length. When the tryptophan
£anked peptide WALP23 is incorporated into DOPE/DOPG
(7:3 molar ratio) at a high peptide concentration an isotropic
phase is induced [7]. The lysine £anked peptide KALP23 in-
duces in this lipid system an HII phase, implying that the
lysine side chains are not snorkeling (for a more thorough
discussion see [7]). However, it was found that when both
peptides are present in this lipid system at equimolar amounts,
a single isotropic phase is formed, containing both WALP23
and KALP23. From control experiments using peptides with
shortened side chains it was concluded that under these con-
ditions the lysine side chains of KALP do snorkel, thus in-
creasing the e¡ective hydrophobic length of the peptide and
allowing it to be accommodated in the isotropic phase. Fig.
2A shows a schematic representation of this process of form-
ing one phase containing both peptides upon mixing of two
di¡erent phases with one type of peptide in each.

For calculation of the energy costs involved, it is useful to
describe this process as a series of steps (Fig. 2B): We start
with one isotropic phase containing WALP23 [I(W)] and an
HII phase containing KALP23 [HII(K)]. There is now a snor-
keling step (step 1), a phase transition for the KALP23-con-
taining part of the sample (step 2) and a mixing of the two
isotropic phases containing each peptide into a single phase
containing both peptides (step 3). Even if the real process does
not follow these di¡erent steps the starting and ¢nal states are
determining the di¡erence in free energy, so we can get the
total vG by summing vG for the di¡erent (hypothetical) steps:

vGðtotalÞ ¼ vGðsnorkelÞ þ vGðHII ! I; K�Þ

þvGðmixÞ60 ð6Þ

where K* indicates that the phase transition occurs in the
presence of snorkeling KALP peptides, and the last term in-
dicates that the total process is spontaneous. This gives

vGðsnorkelÞ63vGðHII ! I; K�Þ3vGðmixÞ ð7Þ
We will ¢rst estimate vG(mix). Since we have the same

lipids in the two isotropic phases, only the peptide mixing
will give a contribution. We can assume that the enthalpy
of mixing is very small, since all peptides are in a lipid sur-
rounding. Thus we can use vG(mix)W3TvS(mix) and assume
an ideal mixture. For n mol of molecules, the entropy of
mixing between two substances is given by

vSðmixÞ ¼ 3nRðxA ln xA þ xB ln xBÞ ð8Þ
where xA and xB are the mole fractions of the substances A
and B. Assuming one mole of each substance we get n=2,
xA = xB = 0.5, which gives us

vSðmixÞ ¼ 32R ln 0:5 ¼ 11:5 J K31 ¼ 2:75 cal K31 ð9Þ

This would then be the value of vS(mix) per mol of KALP23
peptides. At 30‡C this gives

vGðmixÞ ¼ 3TvSðmixÞ ¼ 3836 cal ðmol KALP23Þ31 ð10Þ

Using this value in Eq. 7 gives

vGðsnorkelÞ63vGðHII ! I; K�Þ

þ836 cal ðmol KALPÞ31 ð11Þ

Fig. 2. In the DOPE/DOPG lipid system WALP23 peptides induce an isotropic phase, I(W), while KALP23 peptides induce a hexagonal phase
without snorkeling, HII(K). A: When the two peptides are mixed in equimolar amounts one isotropic phase is formed, and the KALP23 pep-
tides are snorkeling. This phase is denoted I(W, K*) where K* denotes the presence of snorkeling KALP peptides. B: The process of forming
one isotropic phase containing a mixture of WALP23 and KALP23 peptides can be separated into three steps: (1) snorkeling of lysine side
chains (HII(K)CHII(K*)), (2) phase transition from hexagonal to isotropic phase in the presence of snorkeling KALP23 peptides
(HII(K*)CI(K*)), and (3) mixing of the two isotropic phases to form one phase where WALP23 and KALP23 peptides are mixed
(I(W)+I(K*)CI(W, K*)). The total vG for this process can be calculated as the sum of vG for the three separate steps (Eq. 6).
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The next step is then to estimate the free energy for the
phase transition from hexagonal to isotropic phase in a sys-
tem where KALP23 peptides are snorkeling. There are no
calorimetric data available for this phase transition and it
cannot readily be measured. We can assume that the iso-
tropic phase is spontaneously formed in the presence of snor-
keling KALP23 peptides, and hence that the change in free
energy is less than zero. It is also probably a rather small
value, of the same order as, or even smaller than the free
energy of the lamellar to hexagonal phase transition, discussed
above, of 3274 cal (mol peptide)31. However, to get a ‘safe’
upper limit of vG(snorkel), we will assume that this phase
transition from hexagonal to isotropic phase is more favor-
able than the lamellar to hexagonal phase transition, but
not more than twice as favorable. This means vG(HIICI,
K*) =3548 cal (mol peptide)31. Then from Eq. 6 the upper
limit would be

vGðsnorkelÞ61384 cal ðmol KALPÞ31: ð12Þ

2.3. Estimate of vG(snorkel) for a lysine side chain
From the phase transition considerations we have now an

estimated value of vG(snorkel) between 274 and 1384 cal (mol
KALP)31. We must now take into account that there are four
lysines in a KALP peptide. If all four are snorkeling, we get
vG(snorkel, lysine) in the interval 68.5^346 cal mol31. It could
equally well be that only two of the lysines are snorkeling, for
example only at one side of the peptide, giving vG(snorkel,
lysine) in the interval 137^692 cal mol31. However, it seems
highly unlikely that only one snorkeling lysine would be
enough to relieve a mismatch situation. Therefore the ¢nal
estimate of vG(snorkel, lysine) is between approximately
0.07 and 0.7 kcal mol31.

2.4. vG(snorkel) from entropy calculations
Another way of estimating the snorkeling cost is to look at

the molecular details and try to get a value of the entropy loss
due to the restricted motion of the lysine side chain. As a
crude approximation, we can assume that without snorkeling,
the lysine side chain can be anywhere in a half-sphere centered
at the CK of the side chain, and with a radius equal to a fully
stretched side chain. From bond lengths and angles, this ra-
dius can be estimated to be 7.8 AR giving an available half-
sphere volume of 994 AR 3. If we further assume that when
snorkeling the side chain is restricted to only one stretched
conformation, with the charge pointing up against the water
phase, then the available volume is only the volume of the side
chain itself. The simplest way of estimating the entropy loss is
then by

vS ¼ nR lnðV vdW=VhsÞ ð13Þ
where Vhs is the volume of the half-sphere and VvdW is the van
der Waals volume of a lysine side chain, 122 AR 3 [13]. This
gives a vG value from entropy loss of about 1.2 kcal mol31.
This value decreases if there is still some conformational £ex-
ibility for the side chain while snorkeling, or if the starting
volume is less than a half-sphere. It should also be noted that
the vH term of the free energy is not included here. Although
this is a very crude approximation, it does give an idea about
the order of magnitude of the entropy loss, and it is compa-
rable with our limits of vG(snorkel) above.

3. Discussion

The value for vG(snorkel) given by this study is derived
from studies of transmembrane peptides (Fig. 1B). However,
the snorkeling mechanism is the same for amphipathic pep-
tides, and the same entropy loss is predicted there, so it is
reasonable that this value is valid also for snorkeling in
such peptides (Fig. 1A) and membrane proteins in general.
The estimate for vG(snorkel) gives a small value, 0.7 kcal

mol31 as an upper limit. This means that snorkeling is prob-
ably a common process in membrane proteins as a way of
placing charges of arginine and lysine side chains in a pref-
erable environment. This has several implications, in particu-
lar for calculations and modeling of membrane proteins, but
also for experimental studies on processes involving for exam-
ple mismatch adaptation or dynamics of transmembrane pro-
tein segments at the membrane/water interface.
The free energy of snorkeling is not zero and it cannot be

assumed that snorkeling always takes place. The optimal po-
sition of a peptide segment in a lipid bilayer depends on how
many residues can be placed in a favorable environment and
what the energy terms are. For example, the energy cost of
transferring a whole lysine residue of a peptide from inside the
membrane to the interface has been determined to be about
31.8 kcal mol31 [14], mainly due to the more favorable posi-
tioning of the charged group. If only the hydrophobicity of
residues is taken into account, then it is unlikely that a
charged lysine will be predicted to be in a transmembrane
segment of a protein. But if the lysine is snorkeling, it easily
can be accommodated in such a segment, and it may even be
followed by a hydrophobic residue that also will reside in the
membrane, as proposed for M13 [15]. Snorkeling is a way of
favorably positioning the charged group without moving the
whole residue. Thus, the cost of snorkeling should be taken
into account both in experimental and theoretical studies on
protein^lipid interactions.
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